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1. Economic motives must be satisfied to trigger non-economic
actions
The multi-dimensionality of the collaborative economy, as an economic and financial
phenomenon and whose main actors claim to be embracing communitarian logics, shows
how participants in the collaborative economy can be driven by a multiplicity of interests and
goals. As economic motives are fundamental, together with previous experiences of
volunteering and solidaristic activities, we recommend that policies ensure an appropriate
remuneration of activities in the collaborative economy, so that economic needs are
satisfied first, and participants can find it easier to engage in solidaristic practices.

2. Promote spaces for collaborative and cooperative
experimentations to navigate uncertainty
The co-presence of economic and communitarian logics makes it difficult to identify one
single organisational model for collaborative economy initiatives. Not only there are
possibilities for multiple organisational formats, e.g. for-profit, low-profit, cooperatives, or
associations, but any format includes a variability of business models, a different balance
between economic and social goals, etc… Therefore, we recommend promoting and
supporting spaces in which experimentations on different organisational forms can take
place more easily. The uncertainty that surrounds collaborative and cooperative initiatives,
with the need to figure out anytime the appropriate model to ensure long term feasibility, is
better discussed in dynamic and safe spaces of information exchange and mutual support.

3. Detach social protection from work as a way of promoting
innovation
The status of workers in the collaborative economy has been at the centre of multiple
conflicts, with many companies arguing for a status of independent contractors and the
workers organising to be recognized as employees, the question of workers’ status is at the
centre of political conflicts. Said that, one element stands out, beyond the negotiation on the
quality of work in terms of what happens on the job - that is social protection. Almost all
European systems of social protection subordinate the latter to the work history of the
individual worker, and that poses a significant problem for workers with unstable working
conditions, as many precarious/independent workers in the collaborative economy are. We
recommend exploring ways of detaching social protection from work, e.g. through forms
of basic income and/or the provision of basic services. In this way, safe and protected subjects
can engage in more innovative activities without fearing to lose the existing social safety nets.

4. Social cohesion vs. social conflict: making innovation fair by
protecting marginal groups and local communities
Collaborative and Sharing Economy (CSE) initiatives and platforms have been recognized in
recent literature as having the potential to foster social cohesion and community ties, as much
as to embitter social conflict and inequality, particularly (but not exclusively) in urban

contexts. This is not surprising, given the variety characterising CSE in terms of sector, scale,
and involved practices. To foster cohesion and to reduce the conflict potential within and
especially across groups, we recommend protecting local communities via a) improved
regulation and control, and b) informed licensing and urban/territorial planning, which can
be supported by assessing CSE impact with appropriate tools and methodologies, as
identified in recent literature. Moreover, policies could proactively work to foster social
cohesion by supporting those platforms able to create dense and stable networks.

5. Social exclusion vs. inclusion
Accessibility, equality, and inclusiveness have been found to be rarely met by sharing
economy initiatives in several economic sectors and domains of life. This is misaligned with
European Social Values and worsens social conflict. Social exclusion is underscored by lack of
access and economic resources, as well as by lack of knowledge, competence, and skills. The
digital divide is yet unresolved and the digital media ecology of the network society presents
power issues that affect categories of people usually not considered among the most
vulnerable ones (e.g. although “digital natives”, young people may have fewer instruments to
deal with fake news). We recommend having CSE platforms making their costs transparent
and applying cost strategies that realistically include all socio-economic conditions.
Moreover, efforts towards widespread digital literacy should be continued; also
competences should be updated based on recent technological developments.

6. Solving the "platform paradox": regulate social media
platforms to support caring and solidarity initiatives
Social media platforms such as Facebook have been found to be adopted for solidarity and
collaborative initiatives across Europe, particularly in times of emergency, and in spite of this
clashing with community values -- a situation defined as the platform paradox. Proprietary
global platforms pose issues in terms of algorithmically induced polarisation and lack of
democratic dialogue; they favour the commodification of intimacy, social relations, and
knowledge; and their design features, such as the way they template participation and
governance, do not serve local communities and small organizations well and do not properly
support collaborative initiatives and offline collective action. The only way through seems to
be regulation at the European level: it is not only about taxation, but regulation also has to
enter the level of the algorithm. To properly design these technical-regulative solutions,
interdisciplinary research on such topics should be promoted and funded.
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